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B」efcases
(Continued from Page I I )

For lrtlcKenney, however, the purpose of
bail is to "get hoodlums" off the streets
when they pose a threat to the public safety.
Under American law, this is supposed to be
the purpose of a prison sentence after con-
viction. Prior to trial, however, a presump-
tion of innocence surrounds the defendant
and determines his legal rights. He cannot
be punished until a jury of his peers finds
him guilty as charged. While ours is one of
the few societies in the world that requires
the state to prove guilt, rather than the
defendant to prove innocence, this tenet is
absolutely basic to our entire criminal juris-
prudence, and essential to a free society. (It
was the Queen of Hearts in Alice in Won'
derland, rather than some serious student of
jurisprudence, who suggested that the pun-
ishment comes lirst, then the trial, then the
commission of the crime.)

However, Judge McKenney claims that
times have changed. He sits in Roxbury Dis-
trict Court, which processes a higher
number of very serious crimes of violence
than any other court in the state, and
perhaps in the country. He gives the exam-
ple of a recent case in which two young men
attacked a paraplegic in a shopping center
parking lot, beat him up with a lead pipe,
and stole his wallet and his wheel chair, leav-
ing him helpless and bleeding on the ground.
They were caught about a half-hour later by
the police, and they still had the wheelchair
in the back oftheir getaway car, presumably
on the way to sell it somewhere' In such a
case, says McKenney, there is "no question
as to guilt," and the presumption of inno-
cence "takes on a different glint" - that is
to say, it disappears. In such situations,
McKenney apparently feels justified in start-
ing the punishmcnt right away, to protect
the public without waiting for the niceties of
a trial.

McKenney is right, of course, that the
pretrial preventive detention of defendants
stops them from committing further crimes
while awaiting trial. But what price in terms
of liberty does a society pay when it adopts
the Queen of Hearts' rationale? McKenney
appears to have stopped asking those ques-
tions years ago, based upon his own mind-
searing expCriences.

For example, the judge recalled the first
time he failed to take seriously a threat of
violencc. A '!ru$and..dld wife appeared
before him in his early days on the bench,
and the wife complained that her husband
had beaten her and was threatening to kill
her. He decided against holding the husband
"preventively" on high bail, and released
him pending trial, with no more than a
warning to keep his hands off his wife and an
admonition to show up for trial. An hour
later the police department informed the
judge that the husband had just pointed a
gun to his wife's head and pulled the trigger,

killing her instantly. "I don't want cases like'that on my conscience any more," says
McKenney somberly.

' More recently, McKenney points to a
. case in which he arraigned the defendant and
set bail in the amount of $25,000, an amount
he realized the defendant could not meet.

'The defendant was charged with attacking a
' Boston Globe delivery man in Roxbury dur-
ing the racial tension generated by the
school busing controversy. A Superior
Court judge heard the defendant's bail
appeal and ordered him released on personal
recognizance, for he met the criteria set by
the bail statute. That defendant, while out
on bail, was accused of murdering an oil
delivery man during the recent snow
emergency.

Every judge no doubt has an arraY of
"horror stories" as to the seeming failings of

'one part or another of the criminal justice
system. Citizens and lawyers have their own'
The issue here is how much of an incursion
on liberty and on civilized procedures can be
justified in the attempt to prevent every
potential repeat crime by persons awaiting
trial? How many innocent people are we' as
a society, willing to incarcerate for a period
of days or weeks or even months while
awaiting trial, in order to guard against the
risk of a repeat crime? In every group of
detained persons, there might be a number
who, but fcir incarceration, would indeed
commit crimes while on bail, but there are
also certain to be some who one would
predict will commit crimes, but who in fact
will not. A society that errs consistently and
overwhelmingly on the side of public safety
in such situations can easily slip into being
more and more repressive.

However, the overriding question is
whether it is appropriate for a judge to make
these kinds of decisions himself. The Massa-
chusetts legislature has seen fit to declare in
a duly enacted statute that courts are to
prefer release on personal recognizance, and
if there is to be error, it is to be error on the
side and in the cause of'liberty. Judges who
do not share that outlook are faced with a
most painful dilemma - following the law,
or disobeying the law in the name of duty as
their own consciences dictate' Judge
McKpnney, who is, after all, faced with
some of the most blood-curdling crimes
imaginable, has, out ofhis experience, opted
to protect the citizens within his jurisdiction
notwithstanding the costs of doing so.

McKenney is frank enough to recognize
that his policy is violative of the spirit and
even the letter of the Bail Reform Act. If
pressed ior a strictly legal justification for
effectively denying bail in certain categories
ofcases, he points out that in the statute one
of the factors that a judge may consider is
the nature of the crime: McKenney argues
that if the crime is serious enough, it over-
whelms all the other factors and necessitates
high bail. This is the legal defense he would
doubtless make of his policy if anyone
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bond.) McKenney said that the Roxbury

Court indeed has a huge safe, but hefdoer
not want more than a million dollars wortl

, of cash bails running through his court, lesr
it tempt the less honest among the court's
employees.

At some point it is possible that the con-flict over McKenney's bail policies will
result_ in som€one seeking a directive from
higher authorities that the Bail Reform Act
be fully implemented in Roxbury and else-
where. If such a case is brought, it will be
interesting to see whether all sides argue
their cases and make their decisions with the
same candor exhibited by McKenney.
Regardless of what orre thinks of his policies
and justifications for them, he has at least
dragged the important policy discussion out
into the op€n. Practicing lawyers are well
aware that there are a lot of judges who
agree with McKenney and who secretly
practice what he preaches, but who seek to
justify their bail decisions by claiming that
they are following the dictates of the statute.

Judge McKenney has performed a public
.service by his candor. But in this case candor
is not enough. Unbridled judicial discretion
in setting bail might seem like a good idea
when the mugger caught with the wheel-
chair in his car is kept in jail before the trial
- the Queen of Hearts would do it in every
case. But the preservation of freedom for
each of us as potential defendants or as just
plain citizens rests on the preservation of it
for all. And that demands judges willing to
obey the law, no matter how distasteful in a
particular case, and a society willing to take'the risk of erring on the side of liberty.
rather than repressive security. t

Out to Lunch
( Continued from page 8 )
tea taste, you know), Lemon Mist and Red
Zinger are available. The latter two are
sweet-flavored herb teas from Celestial Sea-
sonings. The former are the old caffeine and
tannic acid kind.

The hippy5weet tooth is fairly under con-
trol here. I tried an apple crisp ..d la mode"
($l). The apple crisp part was unseasonably
delicious and crispy enough for anyone. The
mode de macrobiotic is with a scoop of"tofu creme." Tofu creme is flourv-sweet
tasting. like an unbaked pastry dough. and
adds little to the dessert

A carob brownie was very delicious. It
had a dark chocolaty c,olor, which is hard to

' achieve with carob. But the flavor was the
actual, datelike flavor- of the carob pods I
used to chew as a child. We called it buksor.
or boksor, perhaps. ['ve never seen the word
written out, so I don't know how to spell it. I
remember chewing up the pods and spitting
out the seeds on car trips to and from New
York City.

The inside of the restaurant has been
restored considerably from White Tower
hospital decor. The counter has an attraclive
surface of quarry tiles. Unfortunatelv. the

carpenters neglected the overhang, and there
is no where to put one's legs. Tables are too
close together (the whole place is too close
together), but comfortable enough once you
get shoehorned into place. Tables are wood;
noise is not bad at all.

I wish the owners would ban smokins.
Indeed. I would rather have them serv-e
Hostess cupcakes than allow smoking,
because then I could no! order the cup-
cakes. No restaurant this small, regardless
of philosophy, should allow smoking. Cer-
tainly not one that serves as a drop-in center
for the entire Cambridge new-age move-
ment. All that discrission of how macro-
biotics are really getting popular now: all
that smoke.

Service is anothr* problem.. On three .

.visits it was consistently hypobiotic. I don't i

mind waiting for food to be cooked to order.I do mind waiting through conversations
about how macrobiotics are really getting
popular for my little piece of the dction to
get started. Excellent Muzak helps a lot
(was that really Jimmy Giuffre and Bob
Brookmeyer?).

It is hard to stay cross with the cooks. two
.handsome young brothers. Actualiy they're
92 and 104.r They just look young because
they eat right. t


